Extend the power of desktop to mobile
with Creative Cloud.

Adobe Creative Cloud for teams delivers the world’s best creative
apps and services—and they’re always up to date—so your team
can turn their brightest ideas into their greatest work across desktop
and mobile devices, including the Apple iPad Pro.
Everything your business needs to create anywhere
Adobe continues to extend the power of its creative desktop apps into the mobile realm so your
team can create wherever inspiration strikes. Many Adobe apps are now optimized for iPad Pro to
take advantage of its beautiful, large screen and improved performance. New and expanded touch
workflows transform your team’s experience so they can work more intuitively and be more creative
and productive.

Seamless workflows across devices
Creative Cloud apps work seamlessly across mobile and desktop, on every platform. Your team can
start creative projects on mobile apps such as Adobe Photoshop Fix, Photoshop Sketch or Comp CC
and then continue working on the desktop in Adobe Photoshop CC, Illustrator CC, InDesign CC and
more. Or they can create an entire project on mobile apps, from capturing inspiration and touching
up photos to sharing their artwork via Creative Cloud Libraries.

Creative assets, always in sync
With Creative Cloud, your team’s assets are always at their fingertips. Creative Cloud includes Adobe
CreativeSync, which automatically keeps all assets up to date across apps and devices. Creative Cloud
Libraries make it easy to share assets with colleagues or across apps. And your team can even search
Adobe Stock for the perfect image from the Libraries panel, without ever leaving their desktop apps.

Powerful mobile tools
Mobile-to-mobile workflows in Creative Cloud are just as seamless. For example, your team can send
an image from a Comp CC layout to Photoshop Fix or Photoshop Mix for retouching, and the edits are
automatically applied to the layout in Comp CC. CreativeSync makes this kind of mobile-to-mobile
workflow effortless. Adobe continues to enhance mobile apps to deliver more desktop controls,
so your team can do their best work no matter where they are.

Key desktop and mobile apps
Creative Cloud for teams gives your team access to Adobe’s entire collection of creative apps. Mobile apps enable users to
create anywhere on devices like the iPad Pro. And desktop apps let them refine their ideas and designs with the full power
of Creative Cloud. Thanks to Adobe CreativeSync, everything is connected, and the creative workflow is seamless.

Mobile apps
Application

Desktop apps
Key features

Application

• Professional-quality image retouching
and restoration
Adobe
Photoshop Fix

• Photo editing tools such as Color, Paint,
Adjust and Defocus
• Seamless Photoshop integration

• Vector graphics and illustration

• Apple Pencil support

• Live Shapes and Shaper tool

• T
 ools to cut out and combine images,
blend layers and apply creative looks

Adobe
Illustrator CC

• Tight integration with Photoshop Sketch
and Comp
• Connected Creative Cloud Libraries

• I ntuitive integration with Photoshop
and Lightroom desktop apps

• Page design and layout

• Optimized for iPad Pro

• In-context menu for alternate glyphs
Adobe
InDesign CC

• Tight integration with Comp and Capture
• Connected Creative Cloud Libraries

• Expressive drawing and painting

• Web and mobile design

• Watercolor brushes for realistic effects*

• Visual aids for responsive designs

• Illustrator integration to refine sketches
• Optimized for iPad Pro

Adobe
Dreamweaver CC

• Real-time site preview on devices
• Connected Creative Cloud Libraries

• Split View support for multitasking

• Video production and editing

• Apple Pencil support

• Intuitive color workspace

• Portrait mode support for sketches
• Intuitive layout tools for print, web
and mobile designs

Adobe
Premiere Pro CC

• Integration to refine comps in Photoshop,
Illustrator or InDesign

Adobe
Photoshop
Lightroom CC

• Apple Pencil support

• HDR Merge

• Blog and cart widgets
Adobe
Muse CC

• Adobe Typekit integration
• Connected Creative Cloud Libraries
• Interactive animation and app design

• Optimized for iPad Pro
• Split View support for multitasking

• Simple slider to remove haze

• Website design without coding

• Production-ready assets, anywhere

• Connected Creative Cloud Libraries
for integration with CC desktop apps

• Connected Creative Cloud Libraries

• Mobile integration on iOS and Android

• Split View support for multitasking
• Controls to create color themes, capture looks
and turn photos into brushes

• Thorough native media support

• Digital photo processing and editing

• Linked Assets that update when edited

• Optimized for iPad Pro

Adobe
Capture CC

• Integration with Photoshop Mix, Photoshop Fix
and Photoshop Sketch
• Connected Creative Cloud Libraries

• Apple Pencil support

Adobe
Comp CC

Adobe
Photoshop CC

• Robust touch capabilities and customizable
workspaces

• Split View support for multitasking

• Split View support for multitasking

Adobe
Photoshop Sketch

• Image editing and compositing

• Optimized for iPad Pro

• Advanced imaging in a simple-to-use app

Adobe
Photoshop Mix

Key features

• Bone tool for natural movement
Adobe
Animate CC

• iOS 64-bit support
• Connected Creative Cloud Libraries

* Watercolor brushes are available on iPad Pro, iPad mini 2, iPad mini 3, iPad mini 4, iPad Air and iPad Air 2.
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